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About This Game

Armor Clash VR is an RTS game of modern warfare. In the virtual reality environment, you can build a base, command units
above the sky. You will find it is fun to play an RTS game in VR.

Features:

Traditional RTS game play, with base building, unit training and fast-paced combat.

The VR control is easy. 8-12 minutes per game is fit for players.

10 skirmish maps of different environment styles, worth replaying.

Faction customization, over 30 vehicles available to form your own legion.

All updates free, the old school way.

About desktop version:
Armor Clash VR is only for VR gameplay, its non-VR version is Armor Clash, which is run on standard PC monitor and has

different gameplay.
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Title: Armor Clash VR
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Windforce
Publisher:
Windforce
Release Date: 9 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590 3.3 GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 7 GB available space

English
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armor clash vr

Such a good game with unique graphics art! Voice is a bit strange, but it doesn't change my opinion. Meow! :3. Heroes of the
Monkey Tavern is a very simple game in terms of mechanics and building up your characters. From that perspective, it reminds
us of old style 1st person Dungeon Crawler games, giving that nostalgic feeling. It is a nice game if you enjoy this genre and will
provide some fun hours exploring the dungeons, killing monsters and finding some equipments. The dynamic combat makes it a
little more dramatic, mostly because you will lose a precious time trying to alternate the spells and weapons from your
characters to optimize the damage and healing. The soundtrack is amazing and immerse you into the game.

If you enjoy Dungeon Crawler games, it is a good pick up. However, I would not recommend to new players at full price, but
with some discount, I would give a try.... gyromancer would be better if you could just get to the next level of play i think its
broken and the devs need to look in to fixing it don't waste your money.. Parallax is visually stunning, and every level looks
amazing. But the gameplay doesn't hold up.

The puzzles never really increase in challenge, instead increasing only in complexity, walking distance, or level of distraction.
Additionally, many of the mechanics introduced later in the game are player-hostile, such as the laser walls (which are
functionally identical to normal walls, but deadly) and the gravity changing (which, like the game Disoriented, only serve to
obscure otherwise simple puzzles for the sake of confusion). In some cases there are even pointless moving laser walls that make
you time your movement for no reason.

It seems like the dev didn't want to ever have a ramp with a drop to act as a one-way path, instead opting for moving laser walls
or other laborious workarounds. While they look cool, they're very annoying to walk through as they are not traveling at the
same speed as your walking speed. There are also many objects in the game that move back and forth, but every instance I saw
could be replaced by non-moving elements with a path to walk around to the other side. This means you just have to wait for
things to be in the right position or time your movements.

The player hitbox is also a problem, as it is the default pill body shape with a sphere for feet. The platforms are very narrow, so
getting even slightly close to the egde results in the physics of the player collision model slipping you off the edge. I fell off of
platforms constantly as a result. Simply changing the player hitbox to a cylinder instead would alleviate this problem.

A few of the puzzles were decent, but most were held back by the intentionally complex or confusing design surrounding
otherwise decent puzzles. Ultimately I'm not convinced the game's spectacular look is worth the sacrifice in map quality.. I love
it. It's so cute and comfortable in so many ways.
Visually the character design and general visual theme is great and different while the music and sound really adds a fairy-like
atmosphere.

The puzzles get suprisingly intricate and difficult after the first section of the game, and some of them really had me in a bind.
Very satisfying to figure out, and I enjoy how it was presented!
The only real complaint I have is that I had to crank the brightness for some parts in the cave levels, but other than that I had a
great time and heavily recommend it. :)

Cute cows 10\/10. Disapointed. Lack of basic options including basic vollume control. Not much in the way of tutorials or
guides or explanations of any kind. Limited number of battles that can be played, no custom battle option.

. one of my favourit games as a child, i played this all the time, i had to play it again.. This expansion only has 2 very short
campaigns (russian and america\/uk mix). The original has 4, and they're longer. I suggest buying the original instead.

Worth 1-3 dollars if it's on sale. Mediocre game Real time strategy, ww2 theme with a ''what if'' scenario, fights between
germany\/france\/america\/uk\/russia\/china, no decent storyline whatsoever, just random VERY repetitive battles and
objectives. It's good for the most casual of gamers if you put the difficulty on easy (written as ''low'' in-game). It can be so easy
that when defending, you can just speed the game up and you win. But on impossible... holy hell, it can be frustrating! Game
mechanics are very clunky, hard to control vehicles, it takes more luck than skill to play, but even so, it takes a bit of skill to
play. Just don't compare it with a really good strategy game like starcraft or warcraft. Has mostly existing 1930-1970 tanks
(patton, t-54, etc, even leopard 2 if you use cheats). You can move armies around on a map and then go into RTS battles. Can be
time consuming, good if you want to relax after a long day from work.
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tl;dr: good for very casual gamers if you play it on easy difficulty, and if it's on sale.
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one day i will complete a project

then you'll see

you'll ALLLLL see. Imagine the fast-paced dodge and attack strategery of Bomberman, but with a unique kind of arena shooter.
You can watch the trailer to see how it works, but the important thing is that this game is thoughtfully designed and original.
There are a variety of strategies to develop thanks to the combined depth of the handful of easy-to-understand gameplay
gimmicks: limited ammo that recharges, creating walls\/paths for yourself and your opponent, creating a path to an item spawn
in advance or using a shot to destroy an opponents' item, charging a shot for a three-pronged blast but being open and
predictable as a compromise, wrapping around the maps, etc..

It's a great game to play locally and with friends. Buy it so the community isn't as sparse as it often is.

Also worth mentioning: There are unlockable colors, emoticons, levels, and character trails. While waiting for online matches
(or any time) you can play a VS mode against challenging AI players or an arcade mode against waves of enemies. Succeeding
in these unlocks more levels of them, so that's nice.

I had my eye on Inversus since it impressed me at E3 2016 and I'm glad I finally bit the bullet and got it in spite of having few
local friends to play with.. Its turn 38 in the Great Northern War and my PBEM opponent playing Karl XXI, the young king and
a genius at war, have been steamrolling his way deep into the polish heartland, pushing away any opposition with ease. Now
however he is starting to feel the sting of my scorched earth tactics as he grinds his way towards Ukraine. Crappy roads, russian
winter and infrastructure will wither his invicible forces down. It isnt glorious but its the only way I can win this. Loving it! True
warfare!. this game is awsome. in school when i was litle i was playn whit me frend on paper cs 1.6 like this game and that thipe
game now is in steam much memories i love it awsome loking that game is early acces i dont know what mor need add in this
game its feels like its done on all 100% only the players not a lot but styl i enjoy it love it

Sorrt bad english. glitchy as fu**. So happy they made this game. So like DK made by bullfrog back in the day. WAITED FOR
THIS GAME :D:D:D:D
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